to higher-order areas. Furthermore, slight alterations in laminar structure exist between cortical areas. For example, layer 4 is absent in the motor cortex and in the frontal areas of rodents. Thus, further studies should investigate whether the laminar profile of the dynamic motifs identified in the study of Senzai et al. can be found in other cortical regions.
Third, future experiments should elucidate the mechanisms underlying the state dependency of layer-specific dynamical motifs. Senzai and coauthors show that the transition from slow-wave sleep to wakefulness induces multiple changes, including (1) an enhancement of L2/3-to-L5 spike transmission, (2) an increase in gamma-locking, (3) a reduction in the amplitude of low-frequency rhythms, and (4) an increase in L5/6 discharge rates. All of these changes presumably depend on the action of neuromodulators like acetylcholine and thalamocortical interactions (McGinley et al., 2015) . However, it is likely that causal relationships also exist between these four variables themselves: during wakefulness, L2/3-to-L5 spike transmission could increase because L5 neurons spend less time in DOWN-states (lowfrequency desynchronization). In addi-tion, L2/3 spikes may have a stronger impact on post-synaptic targets due to enhanced gamma synchronization (Buzsá ki, 2006) . A reverse causal flow is also possible: enhanced L2/3-to-L5 spike transmission could reduce low-frequency synchronization by triggering transitions from DOWN-to UP-states. Experiments are thus needed to disentangle the complex causal relationships between activity patterns in different layers. For example, one could attempt to perturb cortical activity patterns with optogenetic stimulation in mouse lines with layer-specific expression of lightsensitive opsins. The thorough characterization of the way in which specific dynamic motifs involve cortical layers performed by Senzai et al. will provide highly useful guidance for the design of such experiments. Perrenoud, Q., Pennartz, C.M.A., and Gentet, L.J. (2016) . Membrane potential dynamics of spontaneous and visually evoked gamma activity in V1 of awake mice. PLoS Biol. 14, e1002383. Vinck, M., and Bosman, C.A. (2016). More gamma more predictions: gamma-synchronization as a key mechanism for efficient integration of classical receptive field inputs with surround predictions. Front. Syst. Neurosci. 10, 35.
Excitatory/Inhibitory Imbalance in Anterior Lateral Occipital Complex Can Impair Hippocampal Mnemonic Discrimination
Shauna M. Stark 1 and Craig E.L. Stark 1, * Koolschijn et al. (2019) explore the influence of the release of cortical inhibition on neural mnemonic representations in the hippocampus and subsequent memory performance by evaluating neural activity via functional MRI, both before and after the application of tDCS aimed at increasing GABA in the anterior lateral occipital cortex.
The complementary learning systems approach to memory proposed a hippocampal-neocortical circuit that is critical for memory formation: the hippocampus creates rapid associations, while the neocortical system gradually updates representations over repeated iterations (McClelland et al., 1995) . This framework resolved issues regarding memory specificity (localized to the hippocampus) and generalizability (neocortical representations) and also defined a role for the interaction between the two networks. Consistent with these ideas, Koolschijn et al. (2019) recently investigated two hypotheses: (1) the hippocampus protects against memory interference by separating elements of partially overlapping memories according to their relational similarity. Thus, the elements that are the most overlapping must be maximally separated in the hippocampus to reduce memory interference, and (2) ''inhibitory engrams'' prevent unwanted interference between overlapping memories in the neocortex, simultaneously strengthening excitatory and inhibitory connections during new learning.
To address these hypotheses, Koolschijn et al. (2019) reported on an elegant task designed to modulate the degree of overlap between stimulus pairs that alternated depending on the context (a blue or yellow background) across 2 days of training. On the third day, participants were instructed to identify the correct pair based on the contextual background during functional imaging. They proposed that if the hippocampus organizes representations based on a relational code (Eichenbaum et al., 1994) , then those items with different relational positions across two different contexts should be represented orthogonally in the hippocampus. Consistent with this prediction, they found greater blood-oxygen-leveldependent (BOLD) signal in the hippocampus for those pairs of items that had the greatest interference (e.g., a different relational position across the two contexts). Further, using a representational similarity analysis (RSA) in the hippocampus, they found a pattern of activity that was more similar (higher representational similarity) for items within a given context than across contexts and for items that remained consistent across contexts than for the items that changed based on the context. Based on these findings, they argue that pattern separation is occurring within the hippocampus according to contextual information.
They actually go a step further and suggest that ''memory elements that have a different relational position across two memories are represented using more distinct neural codes'' (p. 5). It is worth noting here that computational models of pattern separation in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus argue for orthogonalization of representations, regardless of the degree of overlap with prior representations (Treves and Rolls, 1994) . In contrast, the CA1 subfield of the hippocampus exhibits a match/mismatch or degree of match signal, with evidence for an increase in activity as the overlap between representations increases (Kumaran and Maguire, 2007; Lacy et al., 2010) . In Koolschijn et al. (2019) , the authors reported data from the hippocampus without specificity to subregion, likely reflecting multiple computations and processes, resulting in greater differences in activity for representations with high interference. We would predict that if these analyses were restricted to the dentate gyrus, activity would not differ for items within and be-tween contexts, reflecting orthogonalization of all representations, regardless of contextual overlap. In contrast, we predict that activity in the CA1 would reflect a more linear transfer function, increasing as the degree of overlap among representations increased (Lacy et al., 2010) .
To address the second hypothesis regarding the role of inhibition in the neocortex for mediating memory interference, Koolschijn et al. (2019) utilized transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) over the anterior lateral occipital complex (aLOC), a region that has been shown to be sensitive for encoding learned associations for these items (Barron et al., 2016) . While still not well understood, applying tDCS has been shown to increase cortical excitability and decrease GABA (a marker of inhibitory activity) for minutes to hours (Barron et al., 2016) . Rather than assuming direct control over GABA and glutamate levels using tDCS, here the authors merely assume that tDCS can induce inter-subject variance in the excitatory/inhibitory (EI) balance that (along with concurrent effects on memory) can be measured. Here, they used magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) to quantify the concentration of two key metabolites: a reduction in GABA and an increase in glutamate (a measure of excitatory activity) from the aLOC before and after tDCS. This EI imbalance predicted greater neural interference in the aLOC and greater errors in memory accuracy for those items with different relational positions across two different contexts. The drop in GABA increased interference between overlapping memories because related representations were not experiencing inhibition (possibly through ''inhibitory engrams''), resulting in greater errors and less neural differentiation for those overlapping trials.
Importantly, Koolschijn et al. (2019) addressed the interplay between pattern separation processes in the hippocampus and neocortical inhibition on memory performance. Hippocampal BOLD predicted memory performance when tDCS was not applied, but during the tDCS block, neocortical inhibition predicted memory performance, while hippocampal BOLD did not. Based on these findings, the authors argue that the hippocampus and aLOC appear to employ distinct memory representations. They further suggest that inhibitory gating in the aLOC may influence context-dependent hippocampal representations through ''inhibitory engrams,'' or the selective inhibition of related cortical representations.
Specifically, excitatory activity during learning enhances connectivity between neuronal representations of related stimuli. Inhibitory engrams are also formed that can balance these newly strengthened associations, allowing them to be selectively modulated by task demands (Figure 1A) . Releasing inhibition in the aLOC activates these inhibitory engrams, allowing either a noisy representation or multiple representations to be fed forward to the hippocampus, which is then unable to discriminate the appropriate representations within versus between contexts ( Figure 1B) . Thus, hippocampal BOLD does not predict memory interference when receiving a noisy cortical representation. These data open up interesting and important avenues for examining the role of EI imbalance in aging, neurological, and psychiatric disorders in predicting memory decline in both the hippocampus and in cortical regions that project into the hippocampus.
For example, the hippocampus exhibits hyperactivity in early stages of dementia, which is coupled with a decrease in mnemonic discrimination of related lure items (Yassa et al., 2011) . Normally, inhibition in this region clearly plays an important role in protecting stored representations from interference by highly similar information. In contrast, a release of inhibition in cortical regions with age may contribute to greater gist-based memory and generalization (Koutstaal, 2006) . Thus, Koolschijn et al. (2019) provide a rich framework for future investigations into the role of EI balance on the quality of memory representations and how this imbalance may contribute to memory impairments associated with age and neurological disease.
